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This paper will discuss how the architecture discipline can be defined and integrated with other disciplines. The
architecture discipline is not a fixed category, for it cannot be explained by using the concept of essence. Rather,
the architecture discipline can be regarded as a dynamic process by revising current notions of space, referring to
Manuel DeLanda’s idea of morphogenetic process, which contrasts with essence. The dynamism of the
morphogenetic process can be applied to architectural design through diagramming. A diagram occurs where
communication and information among materials/disciplines cross over each other intensively. In so doing, it
generates form in the design process. As an example of this, the use of rubber in the design process of a furniture
project is described.

INTRODUCTION

How can we define the discipline of architecture? 
According to the ancient Roman architect, Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, ‘(An architect) should be a man of letters, a
skillful draughtsman, a mathematician, familiar with historical studies, a diligent student of philosophy,
acquainted with music, not ignorant of medicine, learned in the responses of jurisconsults, familiar with
astronomy and astronomical calculations’ (Vitruvius 1970: I.I.3.). Considering the origin of the word ‘architecture’,
which is architect?n or architektonike techn? in ancient Greek, it is clear that there was a strong relationship
between architecture and technology at that time. In present times, technology is strongly related to science and
engineering, which reminds us of its materialist aspect, but in ancient Greece, technology seems to have been
more related to human behavior and life. Given this, it can be said that architects were technicians who were well
versed in other disciplines that were immanent to their living world.  However, unlike ancient Greeks, architects
today cannot be well versed in other disciplines, because the disciplines, particularly science, have developed
radically since the sixteenth century and subdivided independently. Thus, it seems that architects today no longer
have the opportunity for integration with other disciplines.

On the other hand, in a paper entitled ‘Architecture Is Its Own Discipline’, David Leatherbarrow says, ‘other
professionals, engineers, landscape architects, and planners, have performed some of the skills that had
traditionally defined the architect’s role, and have done so reliably’ (Leatherbarrow 2001: 83). Leatherbarrow
describes this situation by stating that ‘architecture is a discipline in crisis’ (Leatherbarrow 2001: 84).

The intention of this paper is not to find out whether or not architecture is a discipline in crisis, but rather to
define the discipline of architecture as a dynamic process. In so doing, it becomes possible to clarify the problem
that a static view of architecture poses to the design process, and possible solutions to this can be contemplated. 
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DEFINING THE DISCIPLINE OF ARCHITECTURE

Typically, things are defined according to their own inherent characteristics. For example, Leatherbarrow lists three
subjects, representation, technology and theory, which comprise the discipline of architecture (Leatherbarrow 2001).
To make the definition of the architecture discipline more precise, it is necessary to specify the characteristics that
comprise these three subjects. To make it still more precise, the characteristics of the subjects must be further
described. The cycle of increasingly precise definition is endless, but this accumulation of knowledge about
subdivided characteristics does not clearly define the discipline, because the whole is more than the sum of its parts.

Then how can we define the whole? Manuel DeLanda talks about the concept of multiplicity to replace the
concept of essence in his book, Intensive Science & Virtual Philosophy.  He uses the human species as an
example to describe the difference between essence and multiplicity:

‘Let’s take one of the most traditional illustrations of an essence.  When one asks what makes someone a member
of the human species the answer may be, for example, being a ‘rational animal’…. The important point is that
there be some set of defining characteristics, and that this set explain both the identity of the human species and
the fact that particular members of the species resemble each other.… In a Deleuzian ontology, on the other
hand, a species (or any other natural kind) is not defined by its essential traits but rather by the morphogenetic
process that gave rise to it.  Rather than representing timeless categories, species are historically constituted
entities, the resemblance of their members explained by having undergone common processes of natural
selection, and the enduring identity of the species itself guaranteed by the fact that it has become reproductively
isolated from other species.  In short, while an essentialist account of species is basically static, a morphogenetic
account is inherently dynamic’ (DeLanda 2002: 9-10).  

When DeLanda talks about essence traits and the morphogenetic process, he defines essence traits as static and
morphogenetic process as dynamic. However, the distinction between essence and the morphogenetic process is
not quite as simple as it looks.  The primary distinction between them is rooted in our notions of space and time,
which are related to our perception of the world and our thought processes.

HOW THE NOTION OF SPACE AFFECTS OUR THINKING

One type of space is called absolute space. This type of space is rooted in ancient Greece, but was radically developed
in the sixteenth century by scientists, such as Rene Descartes and Isaac Newton. This type of space is typically x, y, z
coordinated and absolutely empty, boundless and dividable. The other type of space is space that is immanent to
our lives. In short, it is the space that we experience and perceive in daily life.  In this space, humans sense color,
texture and smell. In daily life, we use each type of space properly.  For example, when a person moves from position
A to position B in a city with which he or she is familiar, this person moves depending on sensory information, mainly
visual, such as buildings, signs, objects, streets and so on. The person does not have to create an absolute space in
order to follow the route from position A to position B in his or her head.  On the other hand, when a person designs
a complex structure for a building, he or she uses absolute space to understand the locations and spatial relationships
within the structure. Some professionals are very familiar with this space. For example, architects use construction
drawings, physical models and three-dimensional computer models to construct buildings. All of these methods are
based on this notion of space. In short, the former space is an experiential space and the latter space is a thought
space. As long as these types of space are used properly, there is not a problem.  However, sometimes there is
confusion over using them properly.  Henri Bergson describes this confusion in the following:  

‘Reality, as immediately perceived, is fullness constantly swelling out, to which emptiness is unknown.  It has
extension just as it has duration; but this concrete extent is not the infinite and infinitely divisible space the
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intellect takes as a place in which to build.  Concrete space has been extracted from things.  They are not in it; it
is space which in them. Only, as soon as our thought reasons about reality, it makes space a receptacle’(Bergson
1946: 113).

The confusion occurs when the concrete extent of reality is replaced by absolute space.  (Newton’s absolute space
made objects timeless and static.) This type of replacement occurs to make it easy to understand or perceive
reality conventionally, because in general it is hard for us to grasp reality objectively. Essence is an example of
something whose extent is replaced by absolute space. This is why DeLanda accuses essence of being timeless
and static (Delanda 2002).

This is also related to what Leatherbarrow mentions about the three architectural subjects.  When we start to
think logically about the subjects, the subjects become unified and concrete objects in absolute space. The
subjects lose their connections with the lived world.

THE CONCEPT OF TIME

DeLanda’s argument about essence and the morphogenetic process also deals with the concept of time. He
accuses essence of being timeless and static and replaces essence with the morphogenetic process, which is a
dynamic process. Time has a unique character. When we try to capture the present moment, it always disappears
from us immediately. As soon as we try to identify the present moment, it becomes something else. In other
words, the next present moment continuously arrives. However, what we are living belongs to the present
moment, not to the past or the future. The past and the future can be contemplated by recalling memories or
using the imagination. For example, although a person may have felt pain while having a cavity filled, later he or
she can remember the fact that pain was felt in the dentist office, but cannot recall or feel again the pain itself.
That which one experiences is different from that which one remembers. Present time is immanent to us. In this
case, then, instead of thinking that time flows from past through present to future, it can be said that the past
and the future immanently belong to the present. There are vectors from the present to the past and the future.
The concept of past and future time can be understood according to the vectors’ directions, which are aimed at
certain objects, such as memory and imagination. In this case, materialized or transcended objects are applied to
the concept of essence, and vectors are applied to the concept of morphogenetic process.

DYNAMIC PROCESS

The above discussion of time and space involves the process of definition. When we define an entity that appears
in reality, we have to recognize it and objectify it. In order to objectify it, instead of recognizing it as a timeless identity
or concrete object, we should define it using the process by which it was formed. DeLanda calls this a morphogenetic
process (DeLanda 2002). This is a dynamic process by which form/definition is not imposed from the outside, but
rather self-generated by the process itself. However, care must be taken not to turn the process itself into a timeless
and static identity, for example, by institutionalizing it. To prevent this, the process has to be immanent to the entity
and the observer/creator. (Here the observer is as important as the entity, because the process can only be generated
in the presence of both an entity and an observer. In other words, the process is generated through a dynamic
relationship between the entity and the observer. This is why the process has to be immanent to both.)

Then how can we define the discipline of architecture as a dynamic process?

The discipline of architecture is a field of traffic, where subjects such as technology, economics, theory, and so on
cross over each other. To define the discipline of architecture is to find/create connection points in the traffic and
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understand them as a dynamic process, and this dynamism forms the discipline of architecture. Again, it should
be emphasized that this process must be immanent to these subjects and to us as observers/creators. Otherwise,
the process becomes static instead of dynamic. 

Given this, the discipline of architecture obviously is not an enclosed independent entity, but rather a
morphogenetic process, a dynamic process. It is a borderless field that is open to many subjects, and according
to its traffic conditions, the concept of the discipline of architecture changes, because connection points found
and created by architects or others generate the discipline of architecture. 

DISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION

The same thing can be said about other disciplines. Based on the discussion above, it is apparent that disciplinary
integration is not an integration of disciplines that are independent from each other. It is false that at first there
are disciplines and then they integrate with each other. Like a single discipline itself, disciplinary integration can
also be seen as a dynamic process. In this sense, as long as we can find/create connection points to form the
discipline of architecture, even today there are possibilities for the discipline of architecture to integrate with other
disciplines, such as mathematics, history, philosophy, music, medicine, law, astronomy and others that Vitruvius
lists (Vitruvius 1970). 

DIAGRAMS

The concept of thought space and experiential space described above can be applied to disciplines as well. In
general, single disciplines belong to thought space, which is different from experiential space. In other words,
thought cannot be experienced. Absolute space is a part of thought and not something can experience be
experienced. (It should be emphasized that thought and what is perceived have nothing to do with the general
dualistic concept of objectivity and subjectivity, because in this case there is no ontological difference between
thought and is perceived.) 

The difference between thought and what is perceived can be discussed in terms of spatial notions. For example,
an abstract desk can exist in thought, but a desk perceived in reality is different from the abstract one.  The desk
perceived in reality has color, material texture, light reflection, smell and so forth. Again, the same confusion arises
with this argument as that which Bergson pointed out. The concept, which is abstractness here, cannot be
projected onto what is perceived. The vector from abstractness here is directed toward what is perceived. There
is only one desk that is perceived, and thought contains information about the desk, such as color, shape, texture
and so forth. The vector directed from what is perceived to thought indicates the morphogenetic process
described above.

Unlike mathematics and physics, architecture fundamentally relates to what is perceived, and it requires
dynamism. As stated above, the discipline of architecture belongs to thought, and as such, a method must be
found for expressing the vector, communication flow from what is perceived to thought.    

The diagram is one of the most effective ways of presenting this vector’s information flow. Typically, architects use
bubble diagrams to reveal relationships among functions and programs. However these diagrams are timeless and
static. Jesse Reiser proposes that Olson diagrams can be used to develop a new type of architectural diagram:

‘Olson diagrams were developed in order to understand the transitory nature of the specific components,
processes, and properties of larger assemblages which comprise metal alloys. Various specific mixtures of metals
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combined in certain ways yield specific alloys. But the ingredients and processed might be combined in different
ways to achieve different results, lending a flexibility to the overall set…. We are particularly interested in the
stage of structural analysis where forces are fully described as potentials yet not resolved as simple resultants: the
condition of the free body diagram.’ (Reiser, Payne 1998: 109, 112)

Figure 1. Olson diagram (Amato 1997)

Most interestingly, Olson’s diagrams are immanent to materials, which are metal alloys in this case. One of the
significant keys to diagramming is being immanent to a subject. Olson focuses on the characteristics of metal
alloys concerning properties, processes and structures. The observer’s immanence to what he or she perceives.
This is the key to creating a dynamic process.

Though he did not create any diagrammatic drawings like Olson, ecological psychologist James J. Gibson’s ideas
regarding the environment are very valuable for understanding the diagram concept.

‘An attached object of the appropriate size permits a primate to grasp it, as a monkey grasp a tree branch. (A
bird can grasp with its claws in the same way.) Such an object is something to hold on to and permits climbing.
A detached object of the appropriate size to be grasped is even more interesting. It affords carrying, that is, it is
portable. If the substance has an appropriate mass-to-volume ratio (density), it affords throwing, that is, it is a
missile. A hollow object such as a pot can be used to contain water or wine or gain and to store these substances.
An object with a level surface knee-high from the ground can be used to sit on. An elongated object, a stick, if
the substance is elastic and flexible, affords bending and thus can be made into a bow for launching arrows.’
(Gibson 1979: 39)

Gibson argues that the encounter between an observer and environmental characteristics dictates the potential
definition or function of that which is observed. The process of finding immanent relationships with the
environment is described here. 

APPLICATION

We can apply Gibson’s way of finding immanent relationships to the diagram concept, and by extension, to the
design process.  For example, I started to observe and focus on the characteristics of rubber as a material. I held,
bent, stretched and pressed the material, foam rubber tube. In time, I became interested in the relationship
between the elasticity of the tube and the stress placed on it when it is bent into a loop. In particular, the inverse
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relationship between elasticity and stress started to dictate certain shapes. I decided to apply the function of
furniture to these forms and used the rubber material to design a chair and benches.

Figure 2. Bending process

Figure 3. Rubber chair and bench application

CONCLUSION

This concept of immanence in diagrams makes it possible to infuse dynamism into the design process. It brings
experience and perception into the design process, which is lacking at present because of the concept of absolute
space, which was cultivated with the radical development of technology since the sixteenth century. The new
notion of space that will act as a catalyst for this change in the design process results from defining architecture
as a dynamic process rather than a static process. This view of architecture as a dynamic (morphogenetic) process
can only be achieved by altering the current notion of space. 
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